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SARDAR MUHAMMAD DOGAR,~.-

against judgment dated 25-7-2002, by Additional Sessions Judge"

Multan, whreby. learned trial judge, cor.victed the appellant

under Article 4 of Prohibition (Enforcement of Hadd) Order and

sentenced him to undergo R.I. for five years, plus to pay a fine

of Rs.30,OOO/- in default whereof to undergo S.L, for six months •.

I

to ~ndergo R.I. Tor six months, p~us to pay a fine of Rs.3000i-

PPC and sentenced to undergo R.I. for one year, plus to pay a

fine of Rs.5000/- in default whereof to undergo S.I. for one

Tariq Saeed, tried alongwith him, was sentenced'tb
I.



2. Oceurrencealleg'edlybJlthiscas~'had 'taKenplace on 14-10-1992,
, 7 ,
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(tried alongwith appellant herein). On search, he 

holding a bag in his hand. On opening the same, a 

containing heroin was found. On being weighed the 

was found to be one kilogram. On further search nothing else 

was recovered from him. AS! removed one gram of heroin from 

the total recovered heroin, in the presence of the witnesses, 

sealed the same in separate parcel. The remaining heroin ~as 

sealed in another parcel. He took both the parcels into 

possession vide memo prepared by him ( memo prepared at the 

spot was not produced at the trial nor it was exhibited. However, 

certified copy of the same had been placed on record, which also 

was not exhibited). After completion of proceedings, including 

recording of statements of the P.Ws and preparation of the 

site plan, AS! returned to the police station and deposited 

the parcels taere. 

3. On completion of necessary investigation, challan 

was submitted 'to court vide report under section 173 Cr.P.C, 

drafted by SHO of the police station on 16-10-1992, against 

Tariq Saeed for trial under Articles~3/4 of Prohibition 

(Enforcement of Hadd) Order, for having been found in possession 

of one kilogram heroin. 

4. On certain facts comingr)to the notice of Senior -

• ••• P /5 .... 

I ' 



Inspector CIA and ASPCantt, i'b:.came to light that actually



recovered from'Tariq Saeed whi1e 98'OJgr~liLQt nero!imcwasc1planted

b¥Nazar .Hussain, ASI,from his own possession. He was arrested

and challan was submitted against him to the court, vide report

under section 173 Cr.P.C, drafted by Muhammad Bakhsh, S.I, on

Both the challans i.e. one against Tariq Saeed ~nd
I•

the other against Nazar Hussain, ASI, were entrusted for trial

to the court of Syed Hamid Hussain, Additional Sessions Judge,

Though,specific order by the Additional Sessions Judge,

is not available on record but it is obvious that he had p~

to try both the accused jointly. (may be for reason that both

.Additional Sessions Judge, vide order dated 7-911999
•

charged Tariq Saeed under Articles 3/4 of Prohibition (Enforcemen

of Hadd) Order, 1979 for having been found in possession of

Vide the same order on the same day, Nazar Hussain,

ASI (appellant herein) was charged for having committed offence

under Article 4 of Pr6hibiti6n(Enforcement of Hadd) Order, on



Charge under section 193-PPC was also framed against him.

accused. The impugned judgment was passed after recording

page 711 (Almas Ali Khan Versus The Stat~), PLD-1960 (W.P)-



Karachi, page 287 CAli Nawaz Versus The State).

In the case reported in PLD-1952-Lahore, paged 1~5,

learned Judge came to the conclusion that error committed in

joint trial of two groups was not curable since the appellant

had been prejudiced, the judgment was set aside and the case

In the judgment reported at page 711, PLD-1959-Dacca,.
even though the learned Judge had not accepted the argument

that the trial of the accused had been prejudiced due to the

settl~d that where the adoption of Such a procedure is likely

to have caused"prejudice to the accused, it should not be

Karachi CAli Nawaz Versus The State), learned Judge had come

to the conclusion that trial had been vitiated due to mis-joinder

of charges. Judgment was set aside and case was remanded nor
j.

233-239 Cr.P.C. are designed to protect the interest of the"

levelled against him or his co-accused, which he may not be



A person had died due to the negligent driving

of two drivers, driving different ven~cles. After

investigation, police had submitted challan against
both of them under section 304-A, PPC. They were

charged and tried together. The appeal filed by

them was dismissed by the Sessions Judge.Both ~ad

filed revision petitions before the High Court.

The argument advanced by the learned counsel

appearing for the convicts that convicts had been
prejudiced due to being tried jointly, was accepted

by the High Court, impugned judgment was set aside
and retrial separately, on separate charges, was
ordered.

"Even though sections 235 and 239 of the Criminal-
Procedure Code give a discretion to the Court to
try certain persons and/or offences jointly, yet
there are certain considerations which are more

fundamental than merely the convenience of the
proceeding or trial which must be kept in view when

deciding as to whether the discretion should in a
given case be exercised or not. In a criminal trial,
as we have already observed, it is a fundamental



principle that the trial of the accused persons

anything which is likely to cause any serious

Learned Judge, before setting aside the impugned

by their Lordships, we find that the petitioners

have'been prejudiced in this defence. If they had

been tried separately, it would have been opened to

right of the petitioners has been taken away by

ILearned counsel for the appellant had cited,AIR-1955-

Allahabad, page 620, AIR-1927, page 520, PLD-1996 and MLD-1996"

page 1639, in support of the proposition that if prejudice was

policemen had been tried jointly on having received illegal
•



"Admittedly, e~ch of the accused's act was his ~.own
independent act of receiving bribe as alleged by

prejudice was caused or not be considered as ~he
joint trial had resulted from adopting a mode of



as during investigation conducted by Muhammad Ayub Qureshi,

ASP Cantt, only 20 grams of heroin had been recovered from

Tariq Saeed, so he should be tried for that.

,Nazar Hussain, who had been arrested as a result: of

the investigation done by the Senior Police Officers on having ,

corne to the conclusion that he had wrongly shown that one kilo-

gram of heroin was recovered from -Tariq Saeed and that actually

he had planted 980 grams of heroin 'upon Tariq Saeed from his

own possession in addition to the 20 grams of heroin recovered

from him. Challan was submitted against him to the court vide

report under section 173 Cr.P.C, prepared by Muhammad Bakh~h,SI
J•

on 21-7-1993. Thus it is clear that separate challans had been

submitted to court against Tariq Saeed and Nazar Hussain, ASI.

They were not only tried together but had been charged together

vide same order of the evidence of the prosecution was recorded

#It is clear that offenoe had been committed by both

ibdependently. There was no pre-concern/planning. In fact there
...~

could not have been one, according to the circumstances noted
•

above. Their joint trial had obviously caused prejudice to the

appellant. The judgment reported at page 136-P.Cr.L.J.1970,

fully covers the case of the appellant. Judgement reported at



~~
Justioe
Sardar Muhammad Dogar )

Lahore the 14th
November, 2002.


